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BITOCOIN MARKET NEWS ARTICLE 

DIGIBYTE (DGB) PRICE SPIKES UP AS THE NEW 
WEEK STARTS 

• Digibyte (DGB) price has seen some rather strong surges in 2020, followed by just as 
strong drops. 

• The coin reached its YTD high in August, and since then, it has struggled to reclaim 
that level. 

• Right now, it is in the middle of another rally, followed by occasional corrections. 

Digibyte (DGB) has seen a significant price growth over the last week, and especially in the last 24 

hours. The project is heading back to its YTD high, and while there is still some way to go, the 

progress is certainly being made. 

Digibyte in 2020 

Digibyte’s YTD chart shows a rather unique price performance, still featuring ups and downs in 

tandem with the rest of the market, but one look shows that Digibyte seems to be following its own 

path most of the time. 

Are you looking for fast-news, hot-tips and market analysis? Sign-up for the Invezz 
newsletter, today. 

In the early days of 2020, the project’s price stood at $0.005255, and while its growth did start 

soon after that, it was rather mild compared to the rest of the crypto world. 
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Around February 14th, Bitcoin and the rest of the market reached a peak of the bull run, and then 

they started to drop. Digibyte followed this trend, although its mid-March price crash wasn’t nearly 

as severe as that of the rest of the market. 

DGB then started seeing mild recovery, going from its new bottom at $0.003083 to $0.006395 in 

April. What followed was a mild correction, which then turned into a major price surge that took it 

all the way up to $0.025546 in only a month. 

Investors started buying DGB rapidly during this month, between early April and early May. 

However, after reaching the mentioned peak, DGB saw a corredtion, followed by a struggle to 

once again reach this level and breach it. 

The coin finally did it in early August, and the breach caused an even higher surge to $0.047626 

by August 15th. 
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A correction and a new spike up 

At this point, DGB has reached its highest point in 2020 to date. However, soon after that, a 

correction started, taking it back to a support just above $0.02. The coin remained there until 

September 15th, recovering and gathering strength for a new surge. 

 

This new spike started on September 15th, and it still continues to push the coin up, one week 

later. 

This Monday, September 21st, the coin managed to climb back up to $0.03, and once again 

breach this level. The breach was temporary, and it caused a mild correction yet again, but DGB 

now once again turned the tables, and is currently growing by 3,60%. 

Invest in crypto, stocks, ETFs & more in minutes with our preferred broker, eToro 

 


